Airport staff can now peep through your clothes!

Sydney, Dec 15 -- T-ray...
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Airport staff can now peep through your clothes! Sydney, Dec 15 -- T-ray electromagnetic radiation, which can see through your clothes, could soon be installed at the airports to improve security. T-rays are low-energy emissions whose frequencies lie between infrared and microwaves. The rays were discovered by astronomers who used them to look at stars and galaxies. "T-rays go straight through plastics and moulded suitcases, you would be able to tell if it is benign talcum powder or anthrax. The machine using t-rays can see through the clothes of a person, and this could pose some problems. People don't want to walk through an airport and think someone is going to ogle at my naked body," abc online quoted Australian researcher Professor Derek Abbott from the University of Adelaide as saying.

Abbott, however, added that the ethical issue can be avoided by using an automatic system that only alerted a security guard if a weapon was found, and a software that makes bodies appear fuzzy but make a gun standout can also be used.
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